Choose Your Freight — Now in Two Easy-to-Assemble Sizes

Freight shipping can open up new doors for your business — even if you don’t have time to classify each item. Our new freight box makes transporting less-than-truckload shipments simple, with improved flexibility, increased security, and best of all — no freight classification.

The FedEx Freight® box comes in two sizes — a standard size freight box that requires a pallet to ship, and a smaller freight box with an integrated pallet. The freedom to choose your freight box makes freight shipping accessible for any business, no matter the size. Assembly is easy — just follow the instructions and start shipping.

Standard FedEx Freight Box Assembly Instructions (4 pieces)

1. Place un-erected pre-glued in-fold tray on skid. Fold up the sides of the tray. This will serve as the bottom of your box.

2. Take the three-sided panel and place it inside the bottom tray. Load products or contents into the box.

3. Then take the single-sided panel and place it inside the tray around the products or contents. This panel should fit inside the three-sided panel.

4. Once all panels are inside the bottom tray, carefully fold up the sides of the other in-fold tray and place it on top of the panels.

5. Your freight box should now look like this.

6. Before shipping, band the entire unit vertically to the skid with four straps. Optional step: After banding the freight box, wrap film around the entire unit horizontally.
Smaller FedEx Freight Box with Integrated Pallet Assembly Instructions (2 pieces)

1. Cut the bands around the unassembled box. Remove the unattached out-fold cap part from the skid and set aside.

2. Lift up the attached main body and open by pulling out the three inner flaps.

3. Fold in the straight-edged flaps. Then fold in each notched flap so that the notched flaps sit outside the straight-edged flaps.

4. Set the body down flat onto the skid, making sure the body is square on the skid. Load products or contents into the box.

5. Now grab the out-fold cap and pull up the sides to open.

6. Place the inverted out-fold cap on top of the body. Make sure the edges are placed outside the main body.

7. Before shipping, band the entire unit vertically to the skid with four straps. Optional step: After banding the freight box, wrap film around the entire unit horizontally.